
I’m an easy mark for gadget vendors. Back
in 1994, I fell for one of the first PDAs
commercially available—the Apple Newton.

True, it was too big, too slow and too hard to use,
but I liked it just for its ‘wow’ factor. It seemed
to make an impression on clients, and sometimes
it was truly useful. Sometimes. Still, it was like
writing on clay tablets—primitive. Many times, I
was torn between rage and laughter at the
Newton’s bizarre interpretations of my handwrit-
ing. After several attempts to make a note on the
Newton, I’d often resort to paper notes, and after
a few months, I sold it to somebody else willing,
or daring, to be an early adopter.

A few years later, the world of PDA tech-
nology had finally reached the point of genuine
utility, and I was thrilled. I bought my first
Palm Pilot in 1996, and by then, the Palm really
was a useful tool and made my job as a net-
work administrator easier. The Palm kept me
on schedule, tracked phone and case numbers
for technical support calls, even let me relax a
bit with a game of Tetris during a tough work-
day or a dull meeting.

Six years later, Palm still largely owns the
PDA market, and though they have struggled
with market share and feature-rot, recent prod-
uct and software releases have revivified Palm
and the Palm community.

Although I do own an older PocketPC, and
have my eye on the coming Linux-powered
PDAs, for now my PDA of choice is a
PalmOS device.

I’m not alone, it seems. Results of a recent
survey indicate that NaSPA members use Palm
far more than Microsoft PocketPC devices. In
part, this may be because of the IBM-Palm part-
nership, which is specifically aimed at enterprise
deployments of Palm technology. IBM-branded
Palm devices are common, and that certainly has
helped to push Palm into the enterprise.

It may also be that Palm products offer an
ease of use and battery-life still missing in
WindowsCE devices. Whatever the reason,

Palm rules among NaSPA members. Therefore,
this month’s Spotlight is on the Palm software
that I find essential.

A Palm without third-party software is just a
spiffy day-book. So this month, we look at Palm
freeware and shareware applications. None of
this month’s software is especially sexy, rather,
it is a humble collection of simple applications
that perform one task extraordinarily well. To
me, that is what the Palm is all about—elegant
simplicity that makes work and life easier.

PTELNET BY MARCIO
ANDRADE

What’s 38K, fits in your pocket, and is able
to run enterprise-wide Big Iron?

Ptelnet! Humble though it may be, terminal is
one of the most useful of the Palm-based tools
that help me get through the workday. Ptelnet’s
interface is simple; merely an on/off button, pop-
up alphanumeric and VT100 on-screen keypads,
and control and escape buttons. Of course, it’s
what comes over the terminal that matters, and
here Ptelnet does just what’s needed. The screen
is, of course, rather small for intensive terminal
sessions, but that is an inevitable compromise.

As a Telnet client, I use Ptelnet for remote
UNIX file manipulation via my Palm. This fea-
ture alone has saved my weekend a few times.
Better yet, using just an inexpensive Palm
modem cable and Ptelnet on the Palm, you can
configure routers and other Telnet-adminis-
tered hardware right from your PDA. One nice
real-world use of this set-up is that it is small;
handy, since router closets are often not the
most spacious locations. Or, using either the
infrared or serial (RS232) port on the Palm,
Ptelnet can be used as a Terminal Emulator.

Ptelnet can store up to 12 macros, which is
nice for saving frequently used text strings
such as usernames or commands, and saves
you the annoyance of data entry on the Palm’s
crowded screen.

The downside of Ptelnet is that it only sup-
ports VT100 emulation, so those seeking other
terminals (e.g. TN3270) will need to try
MochaSoft’s emulator series. MochaSoft’s
functions are similar to Ptelnet, so I won’t elab-
orate here. They are not free, but they are low-
cost, and various versions are available in the
on-line libraries and on the Palm shareware CD.

BIGCLOCK BY JENS RUPP

A clock is a clock, unless it’s “BigClock.”
This little application gives you more ways to
keep track of time than a box of watches.
Among its handy features are four world-time
zones, a very large and highly readable display
of the time, and multiple, persistent alarms
which can be programmed to sound on very
complex schedules. One touch I especially
like is the sophisticated timer/stopwatch,
which can be used for count-down and count-up
needs. Custom alarm tones are possible, and
for those with color Palms, there is support for
themes and background images.

ADDRESSUNO BY
OREN HURVITZ

I have dropped my current Palm only once,
and that was while fumbling around holding the
phone with one hand and trying to navigate the
Palm address book with my other hand. Most
Palm PDA devices are not as easy to use one-
handed as they should be, a sometimes literal
downfall! AddressUno solves this shortcoming
by making one-handed lookups possible, using
just one thumb and the Palm “hard” buttons to
find and open address entries. A one-trick pony,
but a terrific trick!

IPCALC BY ALAN WEINER

I’m always impressed by those who can cal-
culate subnets and IP addresses in their head,
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but alas, I’m not one of them. Fortunately,
with IPCalc I don’t have to be!

Simply enter your desired host IP or choose
an address class and number of subnet bits,
and IPCalc will display a range of addresses,
subnets and masks. From there, you can drill-
down into bit usage and Hex addresses.
Addresses are automatically broken-down by
subnet, network, and host IDs.

Comprehensive CIDR info can be displayed
by entering the desired number of prefix bits.
Range, route and Cisco wildcards are shown
along with the IP class equivalent.

Using simple on-screen buttons, you can
visualize any possible IP addressing scheme
and the consequences of small or large changes.

IPCalc is a shareware program that is well
worth the $10 registration cost.

ETHERTYPE BY JOE NASAL

This simple tool has saved me from opening
many PC cases over the years by removing the
guesswork when troubleshooting malfunction-
ing Ethernet cards. Just enter the first six
octets of the MAC address of an Ethernet card,
and EtherType will display the manufacturer
of the card, helping you to determine what
drivers will be needed for an install or repair.

CSPOTRUN BY BILL CLAGGET

The Palm DOC reader arena is very crowded
indeed. CspotRun stands out from the crowd
with an outstanding feature-set, and as freeware,
is doubtless the best value in the DOC reader
world. Useful features include adjustable-speed
auto-scrolling, which is invaluable for read-
ing long documents without having to press
manually to advance the page. Better yet, it
has the ability to rotate the display so that
you can view your documents with the Palm
turned on its side, or even upside down. On-
screen controls may be toggled on and off to
maximize readable text, and enough cus-
tomizable spacing and font settings are
available to satisfy any reader’s eyes. Add to
this package features such as excellent
bookmark abilities and search capabilities,
and you have a first-class piece of software
at any price. With a price tag of zero, it’s a
category killer.

BACKUPBUDDY BY BLUE
NOMAD SOFTWARE

If you’ve ever suffered a severe data loss on
your Palm or bought a new PDA and transferred

your data from old to new, you likely were dis-
appointed to find that many third-party applica-
tions and databases do not transfer automatically
via Palm’s HotSync application. The usual
answer for this is to reinstall your applications
and round up and re-enter missing data, pro-
vided you have it recorded in another location.

BackupBuddy eliminates this hassle by
replacing HotSync as your synchronization
utility. You need only place your Palm in the
cradle and press the Sync button. BackupBuddy
launches in place of HotSync and begins the
backup process. A progress bar will tell you
what is being backed-up and the time to com-
pletion; this welcome feature alone is woefully
lacking in Palm’s HotSync utility.

If you’ve ever used any Windows built-in
backup utility, the BackupBuddy interface will
feel familiar. Checkboxes allow you to choose
what to back up and whether to include or
exclude flash-memory data, non-critical data
and other granular options. Judiciously choosing
what to back up can save considerable time
over an ordinary HotSync backup without
endangering critical data.

A final capability of BackupBuddy worth
mentioning is the value it offers as an enterprise-
wide imaging tool. BackupBuddy can be used
to create and broadcast images from a central
location to multiple Palms enterprise-wide.
BackupBuddy is a bit expensive, but at $29.95,
it is a small price to pay for peace of mind.

FASTCPU BY MEGASOFT2000

Overclocking a CPU is routine in the PC
world, but many aren’t aware that most Palm-
based PDAs are also capable of higher processor
speeds beyond their factory setting. FastCPU is
the best of a group of CPU accelerators available
for Palm devices. FastCPU installs like any other
Palm application via HotSync. Once installed
and activated, your Palm will perform a soft reset
and restart at your chosen speed.

A fifty-percent speed increase is common.
and on my Palm, I nearly doubled the clock
rate of the CPU.

There is no free lunch, of course, and the
one consequence of CPU acceleration is a
potential reduction in your Palm’s battery-life,
though if you regularly use your recharging
cradle, the loss is negligible.

What sets FastCPU apart is the ability to set
processor speed for each and every application
on your Palm. Palm’s calendar is fast enough.
However, some applications, such as the built-
in find application and games really crawl on
my aging Palm. With FastCPU, I feel like I

have a brand new Palm, and at just fourteen
dollars, that’s a bargain.

AVANTGO BY AVANTGO, INC.

Our final spotlight item is not just a useful
software product, but more importantly, a useful
service. AvantGo offers channel-based news and
information downloaded directly to your Palm
via a small application installed on your Palm
and on the PC with which you HotSync.

A large and ever-changing range of chan-
nels is available at no cost, and the software
itself is also free.

Among the range of choices are detailed
weather forecasts, news from The Wall Street
Journal, stock quote channels (if you dare!)
and novelties such as “Word of the Month.” If
you use the MapQuest service, you can even
download complete driving directions and
graphical maps if your Palm has sufficient
memory. After free registration with AvantGo,
you need only subscribe to your desired chan-
nels. The channels are automatically installed
and updated on your Palm device every time
you HotSync.

If you prefer, AvantGo may also be used via
wireless links or modem connection to your
Palm. In addition, AvantGo offers premium
services from individual subscription-only
options to comprehensive enterprise-level cus-
tom information distribution.

The only nuisances are that AvantGo limits
the number of channels for free use, and the
whole service can be very memory-hungry.

AvantGo represents the best of the PDA par-
adigm-useful information delivered in a useful
format, anywhere.

CONCLUSION

As always, this month’s suggestions are
archived in the “Shareware Spotlight” on
NaSPA’s Web file library. And, as always, I wel-
come any comments at jimj@naspa.com  

Jim Justen is the NaSPA VP of Shareware. He
worked in broadcast engineering in the early
’80s, and as the “electronics guy,” was assigned
to support early PCs, networks and embedded
systems. Later, he became interested in graphics
and publishing as full-time network administrator
in the publishing field. Jim holds several industry
certifications and specializes in support of multi-
platform environments.
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